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CRUZIN IN STYLE (#1)

Iknowyourface (#2)

Staracrossthewater (#4)

Exacta:  1/2-4-6, $3.  Tri:  1/2-4-6/2-4-6, $3.  Daily Double:  1/1-6, $2.

PARKER’S
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Third when favored last but she had a pretty tough trip last day as she broke 
slowly and raced very wide, moves inside, gets Bowen and should make amends.
While she is not really bred to route she draws inside the other early speed and 
may be sent to the lead despite taking the blinkers off.
Good try in her first route last, she should be close by throughout.

BLAME IT ON ROYCE (#6)

Freedom Hill (#1)

Big Hat Charlie (#5)

Exacta:   1-6/1-5-6, cost $4. 

Comes off a win in his seasonal debut five weeks ago, he draws a perfect post for 
his style and figures to be heavily bet.
Sports a nice string of workouts after a rest, he has a pretty good record on dirt 
surfaces and most likely will be hustled to the lead early from this post.
Troubled trip last, nice recent workout, we know he is capable of much better.

PACIFIC WAR (#1)

Baja Sur (#6)

Sky Confidential (#2)

Exacta:   1-6/1-2-6, cost $4. Trifecta:  1-6/1-2-6/1-2-6-7-9, $6.  
Pick 3:  1-2-6/6/4-8, $3.  

First time starter has some recent fast workouts, barn does well with debut types 
and Bowen takes the call, all systems go.
$67,000 yearling purchase is out of a hot sire, goes for the top barn and should 
have ability.
Sports good breeding and shows a nice string of workouts leading up to his debut.

GLITTER AND GOLD (#6)

Lesedi (#8)

Confed (#3)

Exacta:   6/3-8, $2.    Tri:  6/3-8/3-7-8, $4.      Pick 3:  6/4-8/1-2-3, $4.  

Gave notice with a good second in her debut and she did race a bit greenly and a 
bit wide, she should improve but a repeat effort looks good enough.
Exits the same heat as the top choice and she didn’t get away cleanly, she adds 
the blinkers, moves outside and clearly should improve.
Even third in the same heat as the top two, she might get right trip.

DAYTONA BEACH (#4)

Conquest Nitro (#8)

Dynamo Dixie (#3)

Exacta:   4/3-7-8, cost $3. Trifecta:  4/3-7-8/1-3-6-7-8, $6. 
Pick 3:  4-8/1-2/4-5, cost $4. 

Cruised to an easy score when favored last, he has other early speed to deal with 
but likes winning races and again will have to be caught.
Stretch runner broke slowly from the one hole last, he moves outside and should 
get a hot pace to run at, will pass many of these in the stretch.
Veteran ran pretty well in his seasonal debut, he is reliable for another big try.

REGAZZE CAT (#1)

Cats Gulch (#2)

Trelawny (#3)

Exacta:  1-2/1-2-3, $4.  Tri:  1-2/1-2-3/1-2-3-5, $4.  Pick 3:  1-2/4-5/5-7, $4.  

Stable mate of the top choice didn’t get away cleanly from the gate and couldn’t 
recover last, his effort one back gives him a big chance.
Oldest horse in the race would be an appropriate winner, he’s earned over $500K.

Super:   4/3-7-8/1-3-6-7-8/1-3-6-7-8, $2.40.

Super:   6/3-8/3-7-8/all, $3.         Pick 7:  6/4/1-2/4-5/5-7/4-8/3-7, $6.40.

Super:  1-6/1-2-6/1-2-6-7-9/1-2-3-6-7-8-9, $4.80.   

Super:   1-6/1-5-6/1-2-4-5-6/all, $3.60.

Super:  1/2-4-6/2-4-6/all, $1.80.  Pick 3:  1/1-6/1-2-6, $3.  Pick 4:  1/1-6/1-2-6/6-8, $6.   

Super:  1-2/1-2-3/1-2-3-5/all, $1.60.  Pick 5:  1-2/4-5/5-7/4-8/3-7, cost $16.   

Trifecta:   1-6/1-5-6/1-2-4-5-6, $6.
Pick 3:   1-6/1-2-6/6, cost $3. 

Made a nice run leaving the turn and drew clear late in a nice score while in good 
time, he was unlucky to draw the rail but should repeat.
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SERBIAN SYCLONE (#4)

Mike Man’s Gold (#5)

Mixo (#6)

Exacta:  4-5/4-5-6, $4.  Tri:  4-5/4-5-6/1-3-4-5-6, $6.  Pick 3:  4-5/5-7/4-8, $4.

Will have to deal with Grand Palais early but he comes off a crushing win that 
included some rocket fractions, tab to repeat.
Dull try when heavily bet last but clearly something went wrong that day as he 
was given a short rest, Bowen stays over the top choice, expect big try.
Good second in his return to Emerald last, he is not without a shot.

Super:  4-5/4-5-6/1-3-4-5-6/all, $6.  Pick 4:  4-5/5-7/4-8/3-7, $8.

BOUNDARY BAY (#5)

Sippin FIre (#7)

Whatwasithinking (#1)

Exacta:   5-7/1-5-7, cost $4. Trifecta:    5-7/1-5-7/1-3-5-6-7, $6.

Pick 3:   5-7/4-8/3-7, cost $4.

Beaten a neck in the Auburn and he didn’t get the best of trips that day, he has 
decent tactical speed and gets call in an evenly matched field.
Didn’t show too much in the Auburn but this barn tends to race them into 
shape and this one was very impressive in his last start of 2017.
Big run late to win the Auburn by a nose, four for four sprinting.

OH MARVELOUS ME (#8)

Kaabraaj (#4)

Trill Point (#6)

Exacta:  4-8/4-6-8, cost $4.  Trifecta:   4-8/4-6-8/3-4-5-6-8, $6.  

Daily Double:  4-8/3-7, cost $4.  

Looked like a winner entering the stretch but he was outfinished late in his first 
start this year, he draws perfectly, can improve, edge.
Has blistering early speed and he looks ready off some nice workouts, he looms 
the one to beat.
Barn red-hot and he has excellent early speed, hard to separate from the top two.

SWEET SWINDLER (#3)

Bernie (#7)

Atta Boy Bear (#4)

Exacta:   3-7/3-4-7, cost $4. Trifecta:    3-7/3-4-7/3-4-5-6-7, $6.

Was cooked in a speed duel last, he has raced well from off the lead and 
reverting to those tactics may result in a win today.
Third after forcing the pace last, he draws outside in here, may get a nice 
stalking trip, should be close by right from the start.
Good second in a fast race for the level last, he would be no surprise.

Super:   3-7/3-4-7/3-4-5-6-7/3-4-5-6-7-8, cost $3.60.  

EMERALD DOWNS RACE SELECTIONS
for Sunday Afternoon, June 17th, 2018

Super:   4-8/4-6-8/3-4-5-6-8/all, $6.

Super:  5-7/1-5-7/1-3-5-6-7/all, $4.80.

Today’s Best Bet (s): Today’s Longshot:
CRUZIN IN STYLE in the first. MIXO in the seventh.

Today’s Exotic Play: 
Race 6, $.50 Trifecta:  1-2/1-2-3/1-2-3-5, cost $4.
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PROUD ‘N’ READY (#4)
Gone to Bali (#5)

War Moccasin (#3)

MASTER RULER (#3)
Nova (#4)

Rhettbutler (#2)

CAPALL (#4)
Invasion Looming (#11)

Impression (#1)

VEGAS ITCH (#1)
Supreme Giant (#3)

Traffic Thief (#8)

LITTLE SCOTTY (#2)
Two Thirty Five (#4)

Giant Influence (#1)

CATAPULT (#1)
Arms Runner (#3)

Ashleyluvssugar (#2)

PEAKED (#2)
Southern Treasure (#3)

Tuscany Beauty (#5)

B SQUARED (#6)
Perfectly Majestic (#8)
Anatolian Heat (#9)
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Santa Anita Pleasanton Hastings

Race Selections for Sunday, June 17th, 2018

SUMMER’S INDY (#1)
Varanasi (#2)

Baby Ice (#8)

SAND VICTOR (#6)
Dream Pearl (#5)

Rb Hot Risk (#4)

ARIES (#1)
Del Mar Diva (#2)

Little Miss Hottie (#3)

JENS DE VILLE (#1)
Intermix (#2)

Danas Best (#3)

UNUSUALLY STRIKING (#4)
Tribal Finale (#3)

Girlinexcess (#1)

I’LL DASH FOR GOLD (#7)
Sure Proof (#5)

Sizzling Jamie (#2)

EASY GAME (#2)
Imalocomotive (#1)

My Grand Valentine (#6)

MYANGELCINDY (#5)
Pattyville (#6)

Sharona Sunset (#1)

WEST COAST INDY (#7)
Pepper Magic (#6)
Whoa Boy (#2)

MIGHTY MICK (#7)
Smart Deal (#6)

Gimme Some Slack (#1)

DASHING DON (#5)
Kermode (#6)

Corky’s Luck (#1)

CLASSIC VICTORY (#8)
Transplant (#11)

King Blue (#10)

CEDERBERG (#4)
Devil in Diquise (#9)

Toccet’s Charm (#7)

APALACHEE BAY (#4)
El Nobe (#10)

Spokane’s Gem (#8)

MODERN (#3)
Calgary Caper (#7)

Highway Boss (#1)

DHATZIT (#6)
Carols Command (#5)

Alderglory (#3)

KHALESSI (#4)
Mo See Cal (#2)

Lady Beware (#1)


